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Abstract 
Zhang, J.G., An iterative method of global convergence without derivatives in the class of smooth functions, 
Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics 43 (1992) 273-289. 
In the class of smooth functions, the iterative methods using only first-order derivatives or values of f are 
established by the idea introducing a parametric functiosi and making the global estimate for the interpolating 
remainder. These methods are globally convergent and contain a real parameter A ( 2 01. When 0 < A < 1, the 
order of convergence of the methods is I+ A for a simple real zero of f(x), and 1 for a multiple real zero. 
When 1 < A, these methods are on!y linearly convergent for any real zero of f(x). 
Keywords: Order of convergence; difference quotient; remainder term; global convergence. 
1. Introduction 
In order to solve the nonlinear equation f(x) = 0, neither the secant method proposed in [S] 
nor the iterative methods proposed in [4,5] include derivatives when f belongs to the cla;ts of 
smooth functions, yet they are only locally convergent. The iterative methods involving 
higher-order derivatives proposed in [l-3,6,7] are globally convergent when .: belongs to the 
class of the entire analytic functions of order not exceeding 2 and include: only real zercs. 
When f(x) belongs to the class of smooth functions, that is, f(x) E C’(R’), Z1 = ( - 00, + 001, 
the iterative methods of global convergence without higher-order derivatives h il:e been derived 
in [9]. 
In this paper the iterative methods using only first-order derivatives or values of f are 
established by the idea in [9,10] introducing a parametric function and making the global 
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estimate for the interpolating remainder. These methods are globally convttrgent and contain a 
real parameter A ( 2 0). When 0 < A G 1, the arder of convergence of these methods is 1 + A for 
a simple real zero of f(x), and 1 for a multiple real zero. These methods are only linearly 
convergent for a real zero of f( x’i when 1 < A. 
2. e establishment of the iterative method with global convergence 
Ass.lme f(x) E C’(lfB’), IR’ = (- q + 4. The real zero of f(x) is denoted by X. We form the 
Tayloi expansion for j’(F) about x,~ as follows: 
JI-3 =f(x,) +f ‘(5,1)(x- -x,,) = 0, 5,1=x,,+t3(%x,,), o-O< 1. (2 1) . 
By (2.1) we obtain if x,, #X-, 
-f(x,,) 
f K) = (x _~ ) _ 
r1 l 
(2 2) . 
A parametric function b(x) is introduced in the following form: 
4(x)=$(x)) f(x)[, $(x)>O, as xdP, (2 3) . 
where the real parameter A > 0 and given positive q%(x) is a piecewise smooth function with the 
discontinuity of the first kind. Let 4 = &x) be another parametric function with the above- 
mentioned property of 4(x). By the mean value theorem we have 
(24 
(2 5) . 
Lemma 2.1. Asszzme f(x) E C ‘! !R ’ ). the sequence (x,,) couzlerges to the real zero X of f C x J 
monotonozrsi’y ar:d the parametric fzrnction 4(x) is defined by (2.3); then the two following 
corzclz~sions hold. 
f II If f ‘( t J is monotone on interi-als x,, - &x,,J<t<x, andx,<t<x,+&x,,) when Ix,,- 
< 4h( xi), respectizvely. then we halve the estimate 
\ 
I f”(&)I < max 
i 
I f(x,,)! 
4(x ) Jf’(x,ll9 ‘f x,,+ 
I i 
! 42t- 
I f(x::, I 
,_,E4k,)’ x,,- ; =qA,(x,,) 
Ill 
i 
1+2E 
< max 
4t x,,) 
+ lf’(-q,)l. 
I I 
f x,,+_ ~ I _ 2E 4(x,,)9 x,, Ii) = &(x,,L 
A-,, E R’, (2.6) 
where signs + and - correspond to the increaszng sequence {x,7 ) and the decreasing sequence 
(s,; ), respectiz*ely; E satisfies 
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(II) If f ‘( t ) is monotone on the inter& 1 .t - x,, 1 < 4(x,,) when 1 x,, - ? 1 < +( x,,), therz we 
obtain the estimate 
= c7z*(x,*), x,, E w. (2 8) . 
Proof. (I) Using Taylor’s formula and the hypotheses, it is not difficult to prove that 0 in (2.1) 
and 8 in (2.4) satisfy 
lim @=+, iii 3=+. 
s,, -+x s,, +E (2 9) 
. 
From (2.2) we obtain when 1 x,, -i 1 2 &: y,,) that 
(2.10) 
It is clear that I(,, -x,, 1 = 8 12 -x,, 1 < 04 by the expression of c,, in (2.1) when I x,~ -i 1 < 
t#~( x,,). This indicates that e,, lies in the interior of the interval 1 t -x :; I = 8 1 i! -xi; ! < 04. We 
now consider two separate cases for { x,~}. 
Case I. Let {x,,) be an increasing sequence {xz]. In this case we have 0 < 6: -xl = 0(X - 
xX> < 0#( x,:) by i i -x,T 1 < c#J<x,: 1and the hypothesis. Thus, for any E E (0, +(6 - 2)] we can 
choose a small enough (in absolute value) q5( x) such that 
in view of (2.9) and 1 i -x,, 1 < 4(x,,). And hence 
l-2E 1+2E 
-- 1 1+2E’1-2E -
And it follows from (2.11) that 
e- 1+2e_ 
8 
=iTSG 
=e3,E &+_21i; G 1, asOG&(6-2) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
where the property that (1 + 2~>~/2( 1 - 2~) is an increasing function on the interval 0 < E 
< ;i6 - 2) is used. 
on the other hand. if f’(t) is an increasing function on the interval x,: < t <x,T + 4(x,:) 
when 1 xi - 2 1 < C#I( x,: ), it follows from (2.5) and (2.12) that 
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If f’(r) is a decreasing function on the interval xi < t < x,’ + +( xi) when 1 xi - i 1 < 4(x,‘), 
simiIarIy, we then obtain in view of (2.5) and (2.12) that 
f[ 
1+2e 
- x; + -4, xn+ 
1-2e 
~f'(CF If'(xn+N* (2.14) 
Combination of the estimates (2.13) and (2.14) gives for any monotonic f'(t) on xi < t <x,’ + 
&x,‘) when I x,+ -Z I <4(x:) that 
Case II. Let {x,} be a decreasing sequence {xi}. In this case we have -0+(x;) < 0(X -xi) 
= 5,- -x, <O by Ix, - Z I < &xi) and the hypothesis. Similarly, since f'(t) is monotone on 
=G -&x;)ft<x; when lx; -X I < 4(x;), it follows from (2.5) and (2.12) that 
(2.16) 
Thus, the expressions (2.15) and (2.16) concerning {xi) and {xi} can jointly be written in the 
form 
Clearly, (2.1’7) also holds for x, =E. Thus, (2.6) is proved by (2.10) and (2.17). 
(II) In view of (2.51, (2.12) and the monotonicity of f '( t ) on I t - x, I G 4(x,) when 
Ix, - X I < 4( xn), we obtain when f'(t) is increasing that 
I 
i 
1+2E 
- 
f x?l --4,x, l-2C II ( G-f’ x, -~~~)<f'(5.)alf[x,+~~,x.ll, 
(2.18) 
and when f '( t 1 is decreasing that 
I i 1+2E - f X"+1_4. x, Gf' x,+ - II ( ~~~~<f'(5n)blf[Xn-~~~xn](= 
(2.19) 
Thus, combination of the estimates (2.18) and (2.191 gives 
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for Ix, -xl <sb(x,). (2.20) 
The estimate (2.8) is obtained by (2.10) and (2.20). Thus, the lemma is proved. •I 
Remark 2.2. The condition in the lemma that f’(t) is monotone on X, - 4 < t <x,, X, < t < 
x,+4, and It-x,1 ~4 when IX, -2 I < 4 respectively, is easily satisfied by choosing a 
sufficiently small 4(x) in absolute value. For example, the required 4(x) can be chosen as 
(2.21) 
where T, Y and A are any given parameters, Ed is a pre-assigned accuracy of finding roots. It is 
obvious that the values of I f( x,) I are already enough small in the later phase of the iterative 
process, whereas we can choose A and Y so large and T so small that &z) is still sufficiently 
small in the iterative initial phase. Thus, the condition that f ‘< t) is monotone on the above 
intervals holds automatically when 4(x) is small enough. Hence, it is not a severe restriction for 
f(x) that we impose a monotonic ondition on f’(t) on the intervals above. 
Evidently, from (2.6) and (2.8) we have 
lf’(S,)I amx ( I f (xn) 1 4(x ) y If’(xJ+ f xd n I[ 1+2E -49 xn 1 - 2e III E&(X,), x, E R’, 
(2.22) 
and 
= q3*(x,), x, E w. (2.23) 
Noting qA(xJ is one of Gi(X,), i = 1, 2, 3, q *(x,) is one of qT(x,), i = 1, 2, 3. From (2.21, 
(2.6), (2.8), (2.22) and (2.23) we then obtain inequalities 
4”w 1 &xr?) - 
I f(x,)l G i-x, G If(&)1 
(2.24) 
and 
4*(x,) 1 4”W - 
If( G x-x, G lf(&JIW 
(2.25) 
In order to solve a nonlinear equation f(x) = 0, two iterative formulas can be defined as 
follows using the inequalities (2.24) and (2.25), respectively: 
X n+l 
=x + If( 
n - 4A(x,) ’ 
n =o, l,..., (2.26) 
and 
i.fWl 
x m + I =x,# f
q”kJ ’ 
rz = 0, I,..., (2.27) 
where the + and - signs in &x,J and q “(x,,) must agree with the ones in (2.26) and (2.27), 
respectively. Taking the signs + and - in (2.26) or (2.27) gives the increasing sequence {x,:} 
and decreasing sequence {x,; 1, respectively. 
3. The global convergence and the order cf convergence of the methods 
Using the inequalities (2.24) and (2.25) respectively, we can prove that iterative formulas 
(2.26) and (2.27) possess the property of global convergence for f E C’(lR’). 
Theorem 3.1. Assume that f(s) E C’(lR’), f’(t) is monotorle on the irrterrai 1 t -x,, 1 <@ix,,) 
S I < &(.x,,l and all real zeros of f(x) are arranged in order as X1 <X2 < - - l . Girven 
the itlitiai l*aiue x0 is any real number such that f( x0) # 0 and the parametric function 4(x) is 
defined by (2.3), then there are the following two conclusions for the monotonic sequences (xi) 
and (xi ) generated by the iteratire formula (2.27). 
(I) If _F,, CX, <.F,+ I$ where X,, and X1,+, are dny neighboring two real zeros off (xl, then the 
sequences (x,: ) and (x,; ) will com*erge monotonously increasing and decreasing to X, + , and x,,, 
respectil ve[v. 
(11) If .., <s, (or x,, <S,,), Y = 1, 2 ,..., then Ix,;) (or (xi)) will converge monotonously 
decreasing G or increasing 1to such a real zeros of f( xl that is closest o the initial Llaiue x~,, and 
another sequeiclcse {x,; ) (or (x,~ }J will dkerge to + m (or - =J. 
Proof. (I) Since f(x,J f 0, it follows from the iterative formula (2.27) that 
taking signs + , 
taking signs - . 
Setting II = 0 in (2.25) gives by using (3.1) 
1 1 1 
G- -< . 
XI -% x--xg 4 --G 
Setting X =x,, in (3.2) when X,, <x,, and X =XI,+, in (3.2) when x,, G,,+ 1 gives 
X,&X, <AT,, <xc <z,,+,. 
Applying mathematical induction we obtain 
2,. < - - - <x,; < . . - <.I-, <.I-, <x0 <x-t <x,’ < - - - <x,; < ..’ <x,,+* 
By the criterion that a bounded monotone sequence must have a limit, we have 
lim xi =x-ax;, lim x,’ =X+&t,,+,. 
I1 - 22 11 - x. 
(3 3) . 
Noting that there exists 
formula (2.273 that 
*If( = 
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a finite limit lim ,~ ,,q *( x,f ), it then follows from (3.3) and the iterative 
lim 9*(x+)(x,:+, -x,:) = 0. (3 4) . ?I -+= 
Thus, in view of (3.3), (3.4) and the hypotheses we obtain 
x+ =x,,, X+=X,,+,. 
This shows that the sequence {xi} (or {x,;}) must converge monotonously to such a real zero of 
f(x) that is closest to x0, p rovided that a real zero of f(x) exists on the side to which the 
monotonic sequence (x,:1 (or ( x,;)> tends. Conversely, the limit of {x,:} (or {x,;)) must be a real 
zero of f(x) if the monotone sequence {xi} (or {x,;}) is convergent. 
(II) We know from the hypotheses that for {xi} (or {x,;}) we have x,, <XT <xl < - - l <xi 
< l -- (or--- <x,; < l -- <x; <x; <x,1, this means that it is impossible that the monotonic 
sequence {x,:} (or {x,}) has a finite upper bound (or lower bound), otherwise it will contradict 
the hypothesis that all real zeros X,,, v = 1, 2,. . . , of f(x) lie on one side of x0. Hence, it 
follows that lim,,,,x~ = +m (or iim,, ,,x,; = -00). On the other hand, as shown in (I), we can 
prove that {x,;} (or {x,:}) will converge monotonously decreasing (or increasing) to such a real 
zero of f(x) that is closest to the initial value x,. The proof 1s complete. 0 
Theorem 3.2. Iff(x) E C’(R’), 4( ) x is also determined by (2.3) and f ‘C t 1 is monotone on the 
intervals x ,, - &(x,J Q t G x,, and x,, G t GX,, + 4(x,,) when I x,, -X I < 4(x,), respectively, then 
the conclusions in Theorem 3.1 hold for the sequences (x,: ) and (xi ) generated by the iterative 
formula (2.26). 
Theorem 3.2 can be proved using inequality (2.24) in a way similar to the proof of Theorem 
3.1. Thus, the proof may be omitted. 
Theorem A3, Assume that the parametric function 4C.t ) is r!‘q%ed by (2.3), f’(t) is monotone on 
It -x,, 1 <4(x,,) when Ix,, -i I C&X,,) and f(x) E C -A + ‘(R”), where k ( > 1) is the multiplicity 
of the real zero X off(x). Taking 9 *(x,,) = 9 I*( x,, ), there are the following three conclusions for 
the sequence (x,) generated by the iterative formula (2.27) for diff erent values of the parameter A. 
(I) Let A E (0, 1) in 40; then the order of convergence of (x,,) is 1 -I- A for k = 1, and 1 for 
k >, 2. 
(11) Let h = 0 or A > 1 ifi 4(x); then the order of convergence of (x,) is 1 for k > 1. 
(HI) Let h = 1 in 4(x) and let S,, be positive and sufficiently small; then it follows that 
(a) the order of convergence of (x,) is 2 for k = 1, and 1 for 2 < k , if 
1 
@(xl?) 
G max f x,# 
(1 I 
1+2E 1-+2E 
- l&(x,Jr x,, ) f x,, + ~426xJY x,, 
II I [ III ’ W) 
in a S,,-neighborhood of the real zero F off(x); 
(b) the order of convergence of (x,,) is 1 for 1 < k, if 
1 
4 [ 
1+2e 
+‘(x,,) 
> max f x,, - ---4, x,, 
\ 1-2E II I [ 
1+2E 
9 f x,,+ -6 x,, 
II 
‘1 
1-2E ! 
9 (3.6) 
in a &,-neighborhood of the real zero X off(x). 
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proot, T&e the initial value x0 to be any real number such that f<x,> + 0. Since f<x) E 
*), we now form the Taylor expansion of order 2 for f(X) about x, as follows: 
f(E) =f(x,) +f ‘(x,)(X -xn) + if “(5;1)(X -x,)* = 0, (3 7) . 
where 5, = X, + o*( x - x,J 0 < 6* < 1. Using the iterative formula (2.27) we obtain on dividing 
(3.7) by qF(x,) that 
e n+l = 
’ 4;c(x,) + (f ‘(x,) - if “(S,)e,) 
qx%l) 
‘np 
4ivn) * (-f ‘(xn) + of”%) 
qfk) =n 
for f(x,) > 0, 
(3 8) . 
b9 tor f(x,) < 0, 
where e, = x ~ -X, and the signs + correspond to sequences (xz> and (xi), respectively. 
Theorem 3.1 shows that the iterative sequence (x,) generated by (2.27) will converge 
monotonously to a real zero Z of f(x) if there exists a real zero X of f(x). Hence, we can 
assert when x, lies in a &-neighborhood of the real zero 5 of f(x) (or when n is large enough) 
that 
( x,-Z)f(x,)f’(x,)>O, whenO< Ix,+1 ~8,. 
(I) For K = 1 we form the Taylor expansions for 
(3 9) . 
_fi 
l+2E 
\ 
XPF + - 
l-2E 4 
and 
f( 
1+2E 
x’ _ - 
l-2E 4 
about x, as folioivs: 
where 
and 
(3 .lO) 
(3.11) 
where 
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Hence, using (3%(3.1 l! for {x,} = {xi} we obtain in a &-neighborhood of the real zero X 
of f(x) that 
(I [ 1+2c 1+2E max fxl-- 6, xn+ 11 9 I f [ x,‘+r4, x,’ l-2E ~ - 2E Ii) 
1+2c 1+2E: 
=max ( 1 f’(x,‘)- 2(l_2E)4f”(f’319 IfW)+ 2(1 - ,,)4f”(%)l 1 
I ( 
1+2e 1+2c 
max -f’(x,‘)+ 2(1 _ 2E) 4f ‘(%% -f ‘(6) - 2(1 _ 2E) 4f “(ii3 9 
1 
for f(xn+) X0, = 
I ( 
1+2e 1+2E 
max f’(C) - 2(1_ 24 4f “(X)9 f ‘(-a + ,(,_,~)4f’(X) ’ 
) 
I for f(xX) > 0, 
= I f’(x,+)l+ ,t,+2,:)m(x:)mar(lf”(i.t)l, If’(;i,‘)l). - (3.12) 
Similarly, for (x,} = {xi} we obtain in a &,-neighborhood of the real zero X of f(x) that 
1+2e 
max (I [ 1+2E f xi-- l-2E 49 x,y 3 f xi +i_269 xi II I [ III 
= If’(x,)l+ ,t,C~)~(~~)m~(lf’(il~)I~If’(~;)l)~ - E (3.13) 
Thus, the expressions (3.12) and (3.13) concerning {xl} and {xi} cnn jointly be written in the 
form 
e- 
1+2E 
max 
ii I 
1+2E 
f xn - --49 x, l-2E II I [ 9 f x, + 143 xn - III 1 -I-2E 
= I f ‘(x’z) I + 2(1_ 24 4(x,) max( I f”(k) I, I f “FL) 03 (3.14) 
in a &,-neighborhood of the real zero i of f(x). Hence, in view of (2.31, (3.14) and A E (0, 1) 
we have in a &,-neighborhood of the simple real zero X of f(x) that 
1+2E 
qT(xJ = I f ‘(x’z) I + 
2(1- 2E) +(xn) 
max( I f “(ijR) I9 I f “(9 09 
’ 
Substitution of (3.15) into (3.8) yields for k = 1: 
!e,+,l (1+.2E)$(Qlf’(~)I 
,‘em le,ll+A = 2(1- 2E) I f’(E) 1 1-A ’ 
(3.15) 
(3.iG) 
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For 2 G k we can from f(x) E Ckf’([W1) write s(x) as 
Since A E (0, 1) we have using (2.5) and (3.17): 
where 
=I 1 -GE 
t’= X + ti e,, + 
\ 
r-2,84 ) O&l, 
1 
t- =Ci e, 
( 
l+2E- 
-1-4, O<e=<l, 
1 
le, I 
~=B(x,,)ls(x.)lA~le,l’*-‘. 
en n 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
Hence. we obtain 
4Xx,) 
= le,l”-’ max 
I g(x,) I 1-A 
~(x ~ lenll-Ak~ 
nj 
_1+2e 4 k-1 -- 
‘-‘1-2~ e, 
-- . (3.20) 
Substituting (3.20) in 
e n+l 
lim - 
n-x e n 
l- 
1 -I-2C 
for kh = 1, 
= 
2(1 - 24 
Iii(X) I f?(F) I A (3.21) 
the iterative formula (2.27) and using (2.9) directly gives 
1 
\l for kh z 1. 
(II) When A = b, we obtain 4(x,,) = t,H x,,) > 0. From (2.5) we have in a &neighborhood of 
the real zero _T of fc x1 that 
4F(x,,)=max 
(1 ( 
f’ x,-e -secxn)) /_ /f’( X, + ~~lCxt2)) 1). (3.22) 
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When 1 < A, we have in a 6,-neighborhood of the real zero ji; of f(x) that 
q*(u ) Ifklv-“, 1 h<O 
1 - t? 
= m/J - - 
283 
(3.23) 
Using (2.9) and substituting (3.22) and (3.23) into (2.27) gives for 1 < k, respectively, 
l- 
If ‘(q I 
9 
lim Z!!L!L! =
1+2e 
max f’F-- 
1+2c 
- - 11 + 3~ e,, I (I ( 2(1 24w) III ( ’ f’ z+ 2(1 2p) III 
and 
I for k = 1, 1, for2<k, 
(3.24) 
e . 
lim 
II-i- 1 
- = 1. 
t,--,x e, (3.25) 
(III)(a) Since A = 1, it follows that 4(x,? = $(x,,) 1 f(x,> 1. Using (3,14) and the hypothesis 
(3.5) we obtain in a &,-neighborhood of the simple real zero Z of f(x) that 
1 I 
q”(x,,) = max - ( [ 1+2E g(x,) ’ If x,1 - j-q-9 x,1 ’ f x,1 + 1-9 x, II I [ 1+2e II 11 
1+2E 
= If’(x,)l+- * - 2E +(-?I) lf(x,J I max( I f “(;i,J L I f”(li,,) lb 
Substituting (3.26) into (3.Q gives for k = 1: 
e 
lim 2 “,=+(51)2(ll~;E)$( 
t, +X e,, 
(3.26) 
X) I f “(X) 1. (3.27) 
Using (3.18) for 2 < k we obtain in a &,-neighborhood of the real zero X of f(x) that 
4x%,) 
L 
’ 
when (3.5) holds, 
1/9(x,), 
\ when (3 S) does not hold, 
(3.28) 
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where +(x,)/e,, ?; and t,’ are obtained by setting A = 1 in (3.19). Substituting (3.28) in (2.27) 
and using (2.9) yields for 2 s k : 
1 
h e,+l - 1-p when (3.5) holds, (3.29) 
n-r= e, 
1, when (3.5) does not hold. 
(III)(b) Evidently, under condition (3.6) it follows from A = 1 that 
in a &-neighborhood of the reai zero Z of f(x). Substitution of (3.30) into (2.27) gives for 
l,(k: 
e 
lim 
?Z+l -= l-#(Z)If’(Z)l, for k=l, 
ndJc e, 1, for2<k. 
(3.31) 
The proof is complete. Cl 
Theorem 3.4. Assume that the parametric function d(x) is defined by (2.3), f ‘(t) is r?lon~,‘~l’te CC 
the interuals x, -4(x,,) <t 6x,, and x, <t <x, +@x,j Y&Z i x, -X 1 < c#$x,) and f(x) E 
Ck+‘(R1), where k ( 2 1) is the multiplici5 of the real zero X of f(x>. Taking qA(x,,) = &(x,), thert 
the following conclusions f&- she sequence (x,) generated by the iterative formula (2.26) for 
different LW!ZG of A hold. 
iU Assume h E [O, 1) in 4(x); then the following hold. 
(a) If we haue in a &,-neighborhood of the real zero 5 of f(x) that 
If’(x,)l >If[x+$(xA x# (3.32) 
then the order of conuergence of (x,) is 2 fcr k = 1, and 1 for 2 < k. Moreover, their asymptotic 
error constants are 
e 
lb n+l= f “(8 
n+= e,2 
2f,(-)- fork=L 
X 
e 
lim *=‘_k’ 
n-30 e, 
’ for 2<k, 
respectiuely . 
(b) If we have in a &neighborhood of the real zero Z of f(x) that 
If’(xJ <lf[x.+$(x.), 
(3.33) 
(3.34) 
xi2 9 
II 
(3.35) 
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then when h E (0, 11, the order of convergence of {x,,} is 1 + A for k = 1, and 1 for 2 < k. TIwir 
asympto:% error constants are (3.16) and 
e n+l 
lim - 
i8-- e, 
for kA # 1, 
for kh = 1, 
(3 -36) 
respectively. Also, the order of convergence of 1x3 is i for 1 < k, when A = 0. And we have 
l- 
Ifyqi 
e , fork=l, 
lim 
n+l -= 
?I-+= e, 
1, for 2,<k. 
(!I> Assume A = 1 in 4(x); then the following hold. 
(a) If we have in a &neighborhood of the real zero 2 off (x j that 
\ 
I ? 
for 2 <k, when then the order of convergence of (x,) is 2 for k = 1, and 1 
(3.37) 
(3.38) 
If’(x,)l bjf[X.&PYX”]j. 
Their asymptotic error constants agree with (3.33) and (3.341, respectively; and the order of 
convergence of (x,) is also 2 for k = 1, and also 1 for 2 < k, when 
If’(x,)i </f[x.+ Ed, x# 
while their asymptotic error constants will agree with (3.27) and (3.291, respectively. 
(b) If we have in a &neighborhood of the real zero X of f(x) that 
(3.39) 
then the order of convergence of (x,) is 1 for 1 < k. Its asymptotic error constant will agree with 
(3.30. 
(III) Assume 1 < A in 4(x). Then the order of the convergence of (x .E ) is i for 1 < k, and we 
have 
e 
lim 
n+l 
- = 1. 
n+ e, 
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Since the proof of this theorem is similar to the one of Theorem 3.3, the proof may be 
omitted. 
When taking @Yx,) =@(x,) or a:(~,), we have, using the proof similar to the proof of 
Theorem 3.3, the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.5. Assume that the parametric function c$( x) is defined by (2.3), f ‘(t ) is monotone on 
t-x,,) a&,J wizen Ix,,-n’I <4(x) andf(x)ECk+‘W), where k (2 1) is the 
multiplicity of the real zero X off (xl. Then the following hold. 
(I) If we take q *( x,,) = (I?( x,,), then the conclusions of Theorem 3.3 hold for the iterative 
sequence (x,,) generated by (2.27) when 0 < A with A z 1. This sequence (x,,) is only linearly 
cometgent for 1 < k when A = 1. 
(II) lf we take q*(xJ = qp(x,,), then the order of comergence of (x,) generated by (2.27) is 1 
for 1 <k when O<h. 
Similarly. if we take $x,1 = &(x,1 or &C x,J we have, using the proof similar to the proof of 
Theorem 3.3, the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.6. Assume that the parametric function 4(x) is defined by (2.31, f ‘( t ) is monotone on 
the intert*als x, - &(x,1 < t <x,, and x, <t <xXn + c$(x,) when Ix, -i 1 < &x,)j and f(x) E 
C” + “(R’), where k ( 2 1) is the multiplicity of the real zero .F of f(x), then we hare for the sequence 
(x,) generated by the iterative formula (2.26) f or dff I * erem values of A that the following holds. 
(11 If we take q( x,J = &(x,,J, then the conclusions in Theorem 3.4 hold for the sequence (x,,) 
when 0 < A with A + I, while the order of conrergence of (x,) is 1 for 1 < k when A = 1. 
(II) If we take qC x,) = q.;( x,,), then the order of comergence of (x,) is 1 for 1 < k when 0 < A. 
4. Numerical results 
In the following examples we take 
(4 1) . 
in view of the previous analyses in Theorems 3.3, 3.4 and Remark 2.2, where e(x) in (2.3) is 
$(x1 = T/(Y + I fCx)l)” with A = 0.9 and v = 2, and we choose T an undetermined parameter. 
Choosing the initial parameter T,, in the range 0.1 < T,, < 2 is more suitable, in general. The 
notation K = I x,, -x,, _ , 1 < 10eh denotes the given accuracy finding the roots of f(x). 
In order to lessen the iterative degree of the approximate roots satisfying the accuracy, we 
change the parameter T in 4(x) using the following way with less computing work. We first 
take the initial T,, = 0.8. Next, if I f(x,,) I a 1, we take T = TO in order to compute q;F(x,,) or 
~,(x,,). otherwise, we choose T = 1, and if it causes the inequality 
If( 1+2E 1 -k2E 
I 
-<max 
II I 
\ f x11 - -49 x,, 1-2E II I [ 
’ f x,, + 149 x,, 9 - tE III (4 2) . 
'1 a[qe& u! palleIds!p a_~ 
[I]U! poq)3UI S,.lCaI["H pUE (Lz'z) ‘(92.2) SE[nLUJO.J 3A!lWal! 3ql kj p3U~EWJO Sl\nS3J ~t+IXUnU 3ql 
‘()I pue L- ‘2.0 = Ox san[r?A leg!u! 8uyel uaq~ ‘puey Jay10 aqj ug 3Aoqe se sanp jegu! aqj 
JOJ uogenba S!qJ 01 33U3%3AUO3 [E?qO(8 qJ!M *, , {(Q- ),, .J( I’qS - z( Q- ), j-} [e?peJ q1 ~uyyuo3 
ep'uu~oJ ah!)wa~! he asn 01 alqeyddeul s! I! ‘snqJ, 's @x -IO 9- > Ox anleA IE!J!U! gq3 
U3qM ssaD,oId 3A!lk?-W! 3qj U! U8!S 38LWq3 [I!"" ("X),,j("X)& z("X),j- uopadxa 3qj Jeqj 3loN 
3K3q p = 244 ayE?J 3M yqelps a_IoLu S! {L ‘9 ‘g ‘p ‘E ‘2) Jas aq1 U! zu 
ih+sooq~ ~pa.ra8 UI l ra8ap aA!]!SOd alqej!ns B sr zu alaqM ‘( "x)~! JO (“x)_+!b alnduro3 01 _~ap~o 
UI ploy (92-z) %uy,~ax~o~ (s-v) -10 (~2.2) %uy.xax~o:, (z*p) )eq$ qxs jlur Aq paxida 1CIpavzadal 
s! J ‘ploy IOU saop (c-p) .x10 (2-p) ‘s! wql ‘as!M-Iaq$o ‘Iday s! J, uaql ‘1 > 1 (“x )j 1 UaqM sp[oy 
. k P) 
30 
0 = sir 
$I-01 -fLS~Zf’Z = tX 
01 = 0.x ‘(“X} z-0 = ox ‘{“X} L - = “X ‘{“X} 
‘,-01 > y ’ 
(“X),,J(“X)/~ -;(“X),J 
Y~~,JV’W 
“X = ’ + “S pOql3lU S,hllr?H 
j@SIIS’I =‘It‘x 918PSOS'O="'" L 01 .SC0680'6-- = "-k- 
SPSIIS’I =hcX’ I I8PSOS’O = L’S +OI -66LLf6.1 - = “x . . . 
.d . . . 
. . . 
ZOp IZ9.8 =: c x 9ZP89Sp’O = c-t- Z6j7#jL’S- = ‘X 
f9SIIf’6=‘X PO8ZOLf’O = ‘A- fPZ9OV9 - = ‘I- 
01 = ox ‘( “x} 2.0 = (‘.I- ‘{ :‘x} L - = “S ‘{ :‘.I-} 
fPSIIS’1 =t’zx f z8Psos’o = “K s, 01 .ZIP818’9 -= “‘-v 
fpSI IS’I = =x 9 188SOS’O =sa- B 01. Ipggfg’S- = c‘;x 
. . . . 
. . . . . 
9PS 182’6 = ‘X 9ZPS9Sp’O = 2X S96OP1’9 - = ‘X 
161 IL9’6 = ‘x PO8ZOLf’O = f J- OOZ 6SP.9 -= ’ A- 
01 = ?x ‘( I’x) z-0 = “X ‘{ :‘x, L - = “X ‘{ :‘x} 
2 
Table 2 
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Form& (2_26),q^(x,) = a,(~,), x < 10m6, A = 0.9, V = 2,e = $6 -2) 
(x,” }, XQ = - 0.5 {x, }, x0 = 14 
x = -0.3196195 I x1 = 13.20000 
x2 = - 0.284 1085 x2 = 12.40000 
. . . . 
.rqJ = -9.1r42.097.10+’ xs5 = 8.672282. 1O-6 
xm= -8.S89458.10-6 x56 = 8.050 171.10 - 6 
Formula (2.27),q*(x,) = qc(.r,I, z < 10s6, A = 0.9, v = 2, c = SC&. - 2) 
{x,+}. XQ = -0.5 {xi}, xc = 14 
xt = -0.4662344 x1 = 13.20000 
X3= -0.4372594 x2 = 12.40000 
. . . . . . 
x136= - 1.234276-10-5 x19s = 9.685578.10.+ 
X137 = - 1.148277. 1O-5 x199 = 8.983464.1O-+j 
Halley’s method x, + 1 = x; 
f (%)f ‘(-?I) 
f ‘W’- ~fkz,f “(4 
,&10-6 
{x,1, x0 = -0.5 Ix,), .qj = 14 
x1 = 0.2809320 Still oscillatory 
x3= _ - 0.1590819 after 1300 times 
. . 
X21 = -9.176249. lo-” 
X2= -8.418321 -lo+ 
Example 4.2. Find all the real roots of the equation 
f(x)=(~-8~10-~)(x+8~10-~)(sin x+2)(&~-10)*+18*)=0, XER’. 
Evidently, this equation has two complex conjugate roots 10 + 18i and 10 - 18i, where i* = - 1. 
Since it does not belong to the class of the entire analytic functions involving only real zeros, 
the iterative formulas with global convergence in [4-81 cannot be applied to this equation. 
Tak??g initial values x0 = -0.5 and 14, the numerical results obtained by the iterative 
formulas CL%), (2.27) and Halley’s method are displayed in Table 2. 
The numerical results of Tables 1 and 2 verified that the iterative methods (2.26) and (2.27) 
in this paper are correct, globally convergent and better than the methods in [l-3,5-7,9]. 
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